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Abstract — Relational databases remain the leading data storage technology. Nevertheless, many companies want to reduce operating expenses, to make scalable applications that use cloud computing technologies. Use of NoSQL database is one of the possible solutions, and it is forecasted that the NoSQL market will be growing at a CAGR of approximately 50 percent over the next five years. The paper offers a solution for quick data migration from a relational database into a document-oriented database. We have created semi-automatically two logical levels over physical data. Users can refine generated logical data model and configure data migration template for each needed document. Data migration features are implemented into relational database browser DigiBrowser. Real patients’ database was migrated to Clusterpoint database. The offered approach provides means to obtain at least proof-of-concept for new document-oriented database solution in a couple of days.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Relational databases (RDM) have been the leading data storage technology for years. Nevertheless, changes in the demands for the data processing have caused emergence of new data storage, retrieval and processing mechanisms. One of such mechanisms is a NoSQL (Not only SQL) database that was introduced to label non-relational and distributed data stores. To reduce operating expenses, managers of many large companies are looking forward to the cloud computing solutions. These solutions help to store data efficiently, to compute the massive amount of data, to provide high scalability, to ensure high performance and availability at low costs. Relation databases are not appropriate for cloud computing, but NoSQL databases are.

The market of NoSQL databases is still small but steadily growing. More and more companies are trying to exploit NoSQL databases to improve business. The article [1] describes one such example – company CARFAX that offers online vehicle and valuation website. CARFAX has 13.6 billion records associated with 700 million vehicles, and it was difficult to run a website that uses a relational database. The company is now running a website that is based on NoSQL database MongoDB (108 servers, 10.6 TBs of data, 1.5 billion vehicle documents, the new system works five times faster than legacy one).

Various estimations exist about the future of NoSQL databases market, but all predict a significant increase of share. Company Research and Markets estimated the NoSQL market will be growing at a CAGR of 53.09 percent over the period 2013-2018 [2]. CAGR is an indicator that shows the year-over-year growth rate of an investment over a specified period. The company Allied Market Research forecast a CAGR of 40.8% during 2014 – 2020 and the global NoSQL market is expected to reach $4.2 billion by 2020 [3]. The most significant segments of applications are data storage, metadata storage, cache memory, distributed data depository, e-commerce, mobile apps, web applications, data analytics, social networking.

There are five types of NoSQL databases at present: column, document, key-value, graph, multi-model. The most important types for some next years are key-value stores and document databases. We concentrate our attention on document databases and call them document-oriented databases (several notations exit – document database, document-oriented database, document store). There is a range of document-oriented databases, for instance, MongoDB, Couchbase server, CouchDB, MarkLogic, Cloudant, Cassandra, and Clusterpoint database.

Days and sometimes weeks must be spent to convert data from RDB to NoSQL data for the first time. Nowadays many companies want to test whether SQL based solution is suited to their needs and allocate some resources to explore technologies and create NoSQL based proof-of-concept. Many resources must be allocated to create data conversion, and no resources are left to create and test functionality.

The problem of migrating data from relational databases to document-oriented databases is addressed in this paper. The proposed technology or ideas can help companies to migrate their legacy systems based on RDB to the document-oriented database. We approbated our ideas by adding new features into the relational database browser DigiBrowser (http://digibrowser.com). At least companies can use the DigiBrowser for fast creating of proof-of-concept before starting the migration project.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reveals data migration problem from legacy relation database into a document-oriented database or other NoSQL database. Related works are given. Section 3
explains our approach for data denormalization and creating templates that define logical objects. Section 4 shows how data is transformed according to created definitions. Results of approbation are in Section 5. Finally, we give conclusions.

II. DATA MIGRATION PROBLEM AND SOLUTIONS

Data accumulated by information systems is one of the important assets for most of the companies. Pushed by customer demands and pulled by changes in technologies, companies from time to time migrate from one information system to another. Hence, data from the legacy system has to be migrated to the new system. Despite the significance of this process, knowledge about migration process is limited [4]. F. Matthes and C. Schulz in [4] fixed a state of the art and provided a literature review of the data migration problem.

F. Matthes and C. Schulz define the term data migration as follows: “Tool-supported one-time process which aims at migrating formatted data from a source structure to a target data structure whereas both structures differ on a conceptual and/or physical level”.

Data migration has two important steps: first, restructuring of source data according to requirements of the target system, and second, transferring data from the source to the target database. The academic literature offers several approaches/methods for dealing with these steps: schema conversion, meta-modeling approach, ETL (Extract, Transform, Load), program conversion, model-driven migration, automated data migration.

Theoretical research for RDB to XML/JSON transformation was done when the XML format appeared, but as stated in [5] conversion standard does not exist yet. Two types of transformation approaches exist.

The first type of approaches creates XML document without redundancy and preserving all constraints. All data from RDB to XML is converted. In this approach at first XML schema is generated from RDB, and then data is translated. Main emphasis of authors of [6] is to preserve all RDB constraints and avoid redundancies. Different models are used to enrich semantic of the relational schema of an existing database in the first step; data transformation using the model created is in the second step. Authors of [7] use the so-called Canonical Data Model (CDM). Authors of [8] use extended entity relationship (EER) schema. Approaches mentioned above generate very flat XML structure. Some research is done to create nesting XML schemas, for example [9].

The second type of approaches is a manual creation of conversion mapping from the existing relational database to the existing XML schema. Tools exist to map the relational database to XML schema, for example, Altova XMLSpy.

Our approach is close to the meta-modelling approach [10]. Data conversion from RDB to NoSQL consists of two steps. The first step is to get the physical data structure from the existing relational database and to raise the semantic level of achieved data structure (creating of the so-called meta-model). Conversion scope is also defined. The second step is to convert data from the relational database to NoSQL in compliance with the created data structures (meta-model) and conversion scope.

We derived our solution from the experience of building browsers for relational databases. Paper [11] contains a description of basic ideas and implementation of the browser.

The browser connects to database, reads its schema, and creates data browsing model based on obtained metadata. After that, the user can start data browsing. The user perceives data as a graph. The tool provides the possibility to traverse from one node (data item) to another and look at related data at any moment. In order to get details of data or to move to the other place, the user clicks on links similarly to browsing web pages. The browser can be used by IT specialists as well as by users without specific IT knowledge. It is allowed to modify and customize browsing model. Thus, after customization the tool is more like a simple information system that allows to traverse throughout database, see additional calculated information, and even change data [12].

III. DATA STRUCTURE DENORMALIZATION

We use as an example a relational database schema showed in Fig. 1.

A. Physical level of data

Let us consider that a university application stores data in a relational database with the given data schema. Logical objects (business concepts [4]) used in our example are Course, Teacher, Student, Lecture, Examination, Grade, Attendance. Data are with complex structure and tightly connected. For instance, a Grade not only contains information about the level of the grade, but also specifies what student has received the grade of a particular course and what teacher has granted the grade. The object Grade is a complex object at the logical level. On the other hand, the Grade is a table in the relational database that contains only essential data of the object Grade. Developer defined views might exist in the relational database. The view often is some logical object that is formed from several physical tables and can be used as part of the target document.

A part of relational database metadata used for data conversion to NoSQL is shown in Fig. 2. A relation database contains Table-like-structures: Tables and Views. The Table-like-structure has a Name. Tables and Views do not differ from the data translation perspective. The Table-like-structure contains Attributes (columns). Each Attribute has a Name and Data type. A Table has constraints. Primary Keys (PK), Unique Keys (UK) and Foreign Keys (FK) are essential for data translation because these constraints define the relation between tables and records.

Data in a database is usually normalized; therefore, one logical level object is stored in a bunch of related database tables. A relational model is a low-level physical model. It shows how data is stored but does not show the natural relationship of data or full view of complex data objects.
N:N type relations cannot be naturally defined in the relational model. Instead, a specific table is created for each relation. These tables are normal database tables with FK to the related data tables. Sometimes additional information is stored in such table. For instance, a teacher instructs courses for known time periods. Tables Teacher, Course, Course_Teacher contains all teaching facts (Teacher teaches Course from Start_date till End_date). It is hard to tell whether table Course_Teacher contains natural objects or only relations between Teacher and Course. Thus, we cannot automatically determine a semantic of distinct tables or group of tables.

B. First Logical Level of Data

The logical level shows how we perceive data in logical units or entities, but not how data is physically stored in a database. ER models and modeling languages are used to show logical data model. The main differences between logical and physical data models are the following: in logical data model the names of tables and attributes are created in natural language; there are no specific codifier tables, but codified values are included in the main data objects; N:N relations are allowed; there are no surrogate keys, each entity has a primary key that can be combined from more than one attribute and can have attributes with long data type, for example, text.

We supplement the physical model with additional information. That allows us to show data at the logical level and convert data into logical documents. The metamodel containing information about physical and logical levels is shown in Fig. 3. Let us consider that this model describes a first logical level of data.

The Table-like-structure is the main object. That is analogous to the Table-like-structure in physical model. The Table-like-structure contains two types of attributes – Physical attributes, which come from a database, and Virtual attributes, which are calculated from other attributes in the moment of data processing. The objects in the metamodel
have their physical names in the relational database (Name in table), as well as logical name to be used during data processing (Visible name). By default, all logical names are the same as corresponding physical names until user change them.

Relations (Link) link together the Table-like-structure objects. Relations contain attributes that define which attribute names must be equal in the related Table-like-structures (like in FK-PK relationships). Physical relations are defined in a database (Is_Virtual has value false); virtual relations are additional relations defined only in the logical model (Is_Virtual has value true). Both types of relations are used for navigation. The relationship is used only for one way navigation in each particular moment. Therefore, each relationship can be perceived as two one-way relationships. That allows us to define relations with any cardinality (1:1, 1:N, N:N).

The Table-like-structure class has four subclasses: Codifier, Simple entity, Complex entity, N:N-link. Codifier contains code, as well as coded data (there are no tables with type Codifier in the example model; a sample is a table with colors that contains fields id and color). A Simple entity contains information about simple objects that are stored in one table (for instance, Course and Student). A Complex entity contains information about a complex object that is stored logically in more than one table (for instance, Grade, Lecture, Teacher, Attendance, and Examination). N:N-link table is used to code N:N relationships in a relational database (for instance, Course_Teacher, Student_Course).

The semi-automatic algorithm to determine Table-like-structure type exists [13]. We use this algorithm to build logical objects from tables in the relational database.

C. Second Logical Level of Data

The next step is obtaining a second logical level of data for each target document. The Table-like-structure (TLS) is taken as a basis for the document. Let us call this TLS as tls_in_focus. First, we automatically create tree from Table-like-structures that serves as a template draft for document generation. Second, we refine the created tree by adding additional Table-like-structures and removing excessive Table-like-structures. At last, we choose what attributes are excluded from the document (flag is_visible is set to false for the chosen attributes).

Template draft can be generated by various algorithms. A simple approach is demonstrated in Fig. 4. Let us choose the TLS Grade as a tls_in_focus. We build a graph recursively by adding as nodes TLSs that are on the opposite side of links with cardinality 1 on the opposite side. First, Grade adds Student, Teacher, and Examination. Second, Examination adds Course and another instance of Teacher.

The described approach usually collects essential data of the logical object. However, the target document may require more data. For instance, a document based on Student can require data about attended lectures and earned grades. Algorithm in Fig. 5 describes another approach. The idea behind algorithm dfs_selecting is traverse model graph by principle to add TLS as tree nodes while a path from the root to any leave contains unique TLS. This algorithm is a combination of depth-first search in graph and backtracking algorithm. Unfortunately, this approach usually adds too many TLS that are weakly related to the tls_in_focus.

At time of writing this paper, we use the algorithm given in Fig. 6. The idea is to exploit each link between TLSs not more than one time, and TLS is visited (added) based on the width-first graph search algorithm. Any link is allowed to be used only in one direction.

We search for another tree building algorithms,
for each link. For child_node only for relation database browsing, and data migration into tool DigiBrowser. Initially, DigiBrowser was designed very detailed documents. Concentrated documents and with many related TLSs for tls_in_focus, for instance, with few related TLSs for tls_in_focus. Many templates may be defined for each complex entity, N:N-link table. Particularly, by using TLS types Codifier, Simple entity, Complex entity, N:N-link table.

The document template refining is performed manually by experts. Templates can be created for any desirable tls in_focus. Many templates may be defined for each tls in_focus, for instance, with few related TLSs for concentrated documents and with many related TLSs for very detailed documents.

IV. DATA TRANSFORMATION

Data transformation and document generation are based on the created template. Queries to the relational database are executed. All queries are generated according to template and metamodel transformations.

Final document structure and syntax depend on the target document-oriented database. Various algorithms can be created for descriptive document format. As an example, we offer a simple algorithm that exploits TLS types (Fig. 7). Essential data are TLS names, attribute names and attribute values (field values in a relational database). This information is printed by command print. To show sublevel, we print '{' for sublevel start and '}' for sublevel end.

Pseudo-command "for each link from parent_node to child_node where child_node is child of parent_node" allows to find such links between two TLS that correspond to the document template, and to iterate through these links.

The given algorithm does not exploit link names (it is possible to give a name to any link in the logical model). Using link names can make the document more readable. For instance, document Student can include Teacher data in several roles: a person who reads a lecture, a person who is responsible for an examination, and a person who grades the examination.

V. RESULTS

We have implemented the ideas described in the paper into tool DigiBrowser. Initially, DigiBrowser was designed only for relation database browsing, and data migration to NoSQL database is an additional feature. Actually, instead of data browsing on the screen we write data to the file.

DigiBrowser can connect to any relational database stored in Oracle Database, Microsoft SQL Server, MySQL, PostgreSQL, and a browsing and traversing can be performed immediately. It is possible to connect to Virtuoso Universal Server (RDF data browsing) and XML file. For more details see DigiBrowser homepage (http://digibrowser.com).

Gints Ernsons, CEO of Clasterpoint Ltd (www.clusterpoint.com) says: “We used DigiBrowser to denormalize a complex hospital IT system from legacy SQL data containing 100 tables, 500 columns and 1 million patients data into Clusterpoint XML database model creating a single e-health record per patient in less than two days. DigiBrowser works for us like a charm!”. The same data migration was performed for MongoDB. Another data formats supported by DigiBrowser are XML and JSON. These formats allow migrating to a new system that supports XML or JSON documents.

We have measured patients’ data conversation to XML and JSON formats. The desktop computer used for measurement has the following characteristics: Intel i7-4600 2.1Ghz, RAM 8GB, SSD disk 256GB SAMSUNG MZ7TE256HMHP, MS Windows 8.1 64bit, MS SQL Server 2008 with patients’ database. The total number of patients was 1.5 million. Total database size was 4.2GB. Document extraction templates took data from 10.5 million rows. All conversation lasted 100 minutes (approximately 15 thousand documents per minute). Of course, document generation.
speed depends on database structure, size and document template.

A screenshot of medical data migration is shown in Fig. 8. The left part contains document template tree. The right part contains corresponding logical model. The blue rectangle is a tls_in_focus, and green rectangles are other TLSs that belong to the document.

VI. Conclusions

The offered data migration from a relational database into the document-oriented database can be used in practice. We included data conversion features into relational database browsing tool DigiBrowser. Developers of document-oriented database Clusterpoint approbated DigiBrowser and converted legacy patients’ database to 1.5 million patients’ documents in a couple of days. IT specialists were not familiar with the given database and were forced to explore the database by DigiBrowser before creating the logical data model and defining of converting templates.

If the relational database is not huge, it is possible make migration of the relational database on a daily basis. NoSQL database can provide additional services for the legacy system such as better information searching and presentation.

Further studies have to be done to improve given methods. Various new algorithms might be created for recognizing table types, defining document structure, choosing fields for migration, and forming target documents.
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